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Abstract
Aim: To evaluate the effect of four different drug classes on soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (suPAR), a biomarker active in multiple inflammatory processes and a risk factor for complications, in people with type 1 and type 2 diabetes.

Methods: We conducted post hoc analyses of a randomized, open-label, crossover trial including 26 adults with type 1 and 40 with type 2 diabetes with urinary albumin-creatinine ratio ≥30 and ≤500 mg/g assigned to 4-week treatments with telmisartan 80 mg, empagliflozin 10 mg, linagliptin 5 mg and baricitinib 2 mg, separated by 4-week washouts. Plasma suPAR was measured before and after each treatment. SuPAR change after each treatment was calculated and, for each individual, the best suPAR-reducing drug was identified. Subsequently, the effect of the best individual drug was compared against the mean of the other three drugs. Repeated-measures linear mixed-effects models were employed.

Results: The baseline median (interquartile range) plasma suPAR was 3.5 (2.9, 4.3) ng/mL. No overall effect on suPAR levels was observed for any one drug. The individual best-performing drug varied, with baricitinib being selected for 20 participants (30%), followed by empagliflozin for 19 (29%), linagliptin for 16 (24%) and telmisartan for 11 (17%). The individual best-performing drug reduced suPAR by 13.3% (95% confidence interval [CI] 3.7, 22.8; P = 0.007). The difference in suPAR response between the individual best-performing drug and the other three was −19.7% (95% CI −23.1, −16.3; P < 0.001).

Conclusions: We demonstrated no overall effect of 4-week treatment with telmisartan, empagliflozin, linagliptin or baricitinib on suPAR. However, individualization of treatment might significantly reduce suPAR levels.
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Recent advances in treatment of CKD have been driven by novel drug classes exhibiting highly individual effects on UACR across participants, both in terms of magnitude of effect as well as which drug entailed the greatest effect. All participants gave written informed consent, and the trials were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice. The trials were registered at clinicaltrialregister.nl (NTR5602, NTR5603) and the European Union Trials Register (2015-005691-26, 2017-004641-25).

2.2 | Participants

Inclusion and exclusion criteria have been described in full before. In short, adults with type 1 or type 2 diabetes, a UACR between 30 and 500 mg/g, and an estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) ≥ 45 mL/min/1.73 m² were eligible for inclusion. Individuals with a cardiovascular event within 6 months of screening or prescribed treatment with a glucagon-like peptide-1 receptor agonist were excluded. Treatment with renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) blockers, SGLT2 inhibitors or dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors was discontinued at screening and not allowed throughout the study period.

2.3 | Intervention and blinding

In random order, participants received 4-week treatments with an angiotensin receptor blocker (telmisartan 80 mg), an SGLT2 inhibitor (empagliflozin 10 mg), a dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitor (linagliptin 5 mg) and a Janus kinase inhibitor (baricitinib 2 mg), with 4-week washout periods in-between each treatment. Treatment sequence randomization was carried out by computer-generated randomized code supplied by the coordinating centre. Participants and investigators were not blinded because the primary aim of the study was assessment of intra-individual response and thus systemic bias was avoided.

2.4 | Procedures

After screening, participants entered a run-in period in which use of RAAS, SGLT2 and dipeptidyl peptidase-4 inhibitors was discontinued. During this period, blood pressure and glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) levels were monitored and stabilized if they increased by more than 10 mmHg or 5 mmol/mol, respectively, with blood pressure-lowering agents (non-RAAS inhibiting) or glucose-lowering medication (metformin, sulphfonylurea derivatives or insulin) at the discretion of the treating physician. If blood pressure and HbA1c could not be stabilized during the maximum 16 weeks duration of the run-in period, the participant was excluded. After the run-in period, participants proceeded to the intervention phase. After the end of the rotation schedule, participants were re-exposed to their individual best UACR-lowering drug for an additional, confirmatory 4-week treatment period. At each visit, before and after every treatment period, fasting glucose, HbA1c, plasma lipids, liver function variables and creatinine.
were measured using standardized methods, and eGFR was calculated using the 2009 CKD Epidemiology Collaboration creatinine-based equation. UACR was measured at each visit in three consecutive first-morning void urine samples by quantifying urinary albumin and creatinine, and the geometric mean of the three measurements at each visit was calculated. SuPAR was measured at each visit using a suPARnostic ELISA (ViroGates, Birkerød, Denmark). For suPAR measurements, EDTA plasma was collected and stored at −80°C until analysis. Plasma suPAR was measured at each visit at the Department of Clinical Research, Copenhagen University Hospital Amager and Hvidovre (Denmark) using a suPARnostic ELISA (ViroGates) in singlets and according to the manufacturer’s instructions. To prevent inter-assay variation in suPAR measurements, all samples obtained from each individual participant were analysed on the same plate.

Blood pressure was measured at each visit using a calibrated sphygmomanometer, and systolic and diastolic blood pressure were calculated as the mean of three consecutive readings.

2.5 | Outcomes

The co-primary outcomes of the present study were (i) change in suPAR levels between before and after treatment with each of the four drugs and (ii) change in suPAR level after treatment with each individual’s best suPAR-lowering drug versus the individual’s other three drug treatments. The secondary outcome was the association between baseline suPAR level and best UACR-lowering drug. Tertiary outcomes included correlation between baseline suPAR and UACR levels, as well as correlation between change in suPAR and UACR after each single treatment, and after best suPAR-lowering and UACR-lowering treatments.

2.6 | Statistical analysis

Baseline measurements were obtained at the randomization visit. Normally distributed variables are presented as mean and standard deviation, non-normally distributed variables as median and interquartile range (IQR), and categorical variables as number and percentage. Comparisons between groups with baseline suPAR below or above the median (3.5 ng/mL) were performed using unpaired t-tests, Mann-Whitney U-tests, and the χ² tests, as appropriate. The SuPAR and UACR response for each drug was defined as the difference between start and end of each treatment period calculated on the natural log scale. The primary outcomes were both calculated using repeated-measures linear mixed-effects models with unstructured covariance matrices. The first primary outcome included a single fixed effect for treatment stage for each drug (before/after) and an unstructured covariance matrix that allows for random slopes and intercept. The second primary outcome included interaction between treatment stage (start/end of treatment) and best suPAR-lowering drug (yes/no), and period as fixed effects and an unstructured covariance matrix that allows for random slopes and intercepts for each participant and period. Due to renal excretion affecting suPAR levels, the models were adjusted for eGFR level at each visit, however, to avoid overfitting due to few participants in each group, eGFR was omitted in sub-stratification models for diabetes type. P values derived from the primary outcomes were adjusted for multiple testing using the Bonferroni method. The secondary outcome was investigated using logistic regression, and the tertiary outcomes by calculating Pearson correlation coefficients. In all analyses, SuPAR and UACR were transformed on the natural logarithmic scale in order to achieve normal distribution. All statistical analyses were performed using R (R Core Team, version 4.2.1, Vienna, Austria) and RStudio (Rstudio Team, version 2022.07.2 build 576, Boston, Massachusetts). A two-sided P value below 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Study participants

From February 2017 until October 2021, 118 individuals were assessed for inclusion in the ROTATE-1 (n = 48) and ROTATE-2 (n = 70) trials. In total, 83 individuals entered run-in, 76 were randomized, and 70 completed the trial (Figure S1). Sixty-six participants had complete suPAR measurements at all visits and were included in the present study. Baseline demographics and laboratory measurements are presented in Table 1, overall and stratified by median baseline suPAR levels. Twenty-six participants had type 1 diabetes and 40 had type 2 diabetes. In total, there were 11 women (17%), the baseline mean ± standard deviation age was 65 ± 10 years, body mass index 30 ± 4 kg/m², systolic blood pressure 141 ± 13 mmHg and HbA1c 61 ± 10 mmol/mol, and the median (IQR) C-reactive protein level was 2 (1, 3) mg/L. The median (IQR) baseline suPAR was 3.5 (2.9, 4.3) ng/mL for the overall population, 3.4 (2.9, 3.8) for the type 1 diabetes participants and 3.6 (3.0, 4.3) for the type 2 diabetes participants. When stratifying all participants below/above median baseline suPAR, overall characteristics were comparable, apart from age (61 ± 10 vs. 68 ± 9 years; P = 0.005) and eGFR (92 ± 21 vs. 69 ± 19 mL/min/1.73 m²). Further stratification by the individual best suPAR-lowering drug (Table S1) showed that all characteristics were balanced across best suPAR-lowering drugs, apart from the proportion of participants with type 1 or type 2 diabetes (percentages of participants with type 2 diabetes whose best drug was found to be telmisartan, empagliflozin, linagliptin and baricitinib were 82, 47, 81 and 45, respectively; P = 0.039).

3.2 | Drug effect on suPAR

The mean effects of each drug’s suPAR levels were all nonsignificant and ranged from −1.4% (95% confidence interval CI −11.8, 9.0%; P = 0.795) after treatment with baricitinib to 4.1% (95% CI −4.8, 13.0; P = 0.370) after treatment with telmisartan (Table S2, Figure 1). The nonsignificant effects were consistent regardless of diabetes type (Figure S2B).
Selecting each individual's best suPAR-lowering drug resulted in a mean suPAR change of $-13.3\%$ (95% CI $-22.9$, $-3.7\%$, $P = 0.007$) between start and end of treatment. The change in suPAR during the individual best drug period compared to the mean during the other three drug treatment periods was $-19.7\%$ (95% CI $-23.1$, $-16.3\%$; $P < 0.001$ [Table 2, Figure 1]). Of the
66 participants, 11 had telmisartan as the best suPAR-lowering drug, 19 had empagliflozin, 16 had linagliptin, and 20 had baricitinib (Figure 2). When assessing the individual best drug effect compared to the effect of each separate other drug for every individual, results remain similar, with differences ranging from $-21.2\%$ (95% CI $-25.5$, $-16.8\%$; $P < 0.001$) compared to telmisartan treatment to $-16.2\%$ (95% CI $-21.1$, $-11.2\%$; $P < 0.001$) compared to baricitinib (Table 2). Stratifying by diabetes type shows generally smaller changes in suPAR for type 1 diabetes participants, but the individual best drug versus the other three combined, and separately, showed in all cases a significant difference in suPAR levels ranging $-12.3\%$ to $-24.9\%$, all $P < 0.001$ (Table S3, Figure S2). A sensitivity analysis of the best individual suPAR change versus the three other drugs, further adjusted for suPAR level at the start of each period, yielded similar results and significance (best vs. others difference: $-16.1\%$ [95% CI $-19.1$, $-13.1\%$]; $P < 0.001$).

### 3.3 Associations between suPAR and UACR

Results on the UACR-lowering effect in the ROTATE trials have been published. In short, valid UACR measurements were available for 63 participants and the median (IQR) UACR at baseline was 115 (66–285) mg/g. The individuals’ best-performing drug changed UACR from baseline by a mean of $-39.6\%$ (95% CI $-44.8$, $-33.8\%$; $P < 0.001$). Telmisartan was the best-performing UACR-lowering drug for 33 participants (52%), empagliflozin and linagliptin for 11 (17%) and baricitinib for eight participants (13%).

We assessed baseline suPAR level in association with the odds of one specific drug being the individual best UACR-lowering treatment. These analyses showed no associations between baseline suPAR levels and higher odds of a specific drug being identified as more effective in reducing UACR (Table S4).

Correlation analysis of baseline suPAR and UACR levels showed significant correlation in the total population ($R = 0.28$, $P = 0.029$).

### TABLE 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>% difference in suPAR response</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>$P$</th>
<th>$P_{adj}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best vs. other three</td>
<td>$-19.7$</td>
<td>$-23.1$, $-16.3$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best vs. telmisartan</td>
<td>$-21.2$</td>
<td>$-25.5$, $-16.8$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best vs. empagliflozin</td>
<td>$-20.7$</td>
<td>$-25.2$, $-16.2$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best vs. linagliptin</td>
<td>$-19.6$</td>
<td>$-24.1$, $-15.1$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best vs. baricitinib</td>
<td>$-16.2$</td>
<td>$-21.1$, $-11.2$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
<td>$&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best UACR-lowering drug vs. other three</td>
<td>$-1.3$</td>
<td>$-6.4$, $3.7$</td>
<td>0.607</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Furthermore, estimated difference in suPAR response between treatment with the best UACR-lowering drug, compared to the other three treatments.

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; $P_{adj}$, multiple testing Bonferroni-adjusted $P$ value; suPAR, soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor; UACR, urinary albumin-creatinine ratio.

### FIGURE 2

Waterfall plot demonstrating the individual participant soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (suPAR) changes for the individual best suPAR-lowering drugs (coloured) and the other three drugs (grey). Squares indicate type 1 diabetes participants, and circles indicate type 2 diabetes participants.
and similar correlation estimates when stratified by diabetes type although these were not significant (type 1 diabetes: 0.37, \( P = 0.072 \); type 2 diabetes: 0.22, \( P = 0.19 \) [Figure 3A,B]). When assessing baseline suPAR level with the individual best UACR-lowering drug response, no significant correlation could be identified, either in the overall population or stratified by diabetes type (Figure 3C,D). Further correlation analysis of change in suPAR and change in UACR after treatment with the individual best suPAR-lowering drug likewise showed no significant correlation in the overall, diabetes type-stratified or drug-stratified analyses (Figure S3). Change in suPAR and change in UACR after treatment with the individual best UACR-lowering drug showed no significance in the overall population, nor in the drug-stratified analysis, but a significant negative correlation in type 1 diabetes participants could be seen, as higher UACR decline was correlated with higher suPAR increase (\( R = -0.40, P = 0.045 \) [Figure S4]).

4 | DISCUSSION

In this post hoc analysis of the ROTATE trials, we observed a large variation in the suPAR-lowering response in people with type 1 and type 2 diabetes alike. No single drug evaluated in this study lowered average suPAR significantly, globally, for the total population; however, selecting the individual best-performing drug for each participant showed an overall 13.3% reduction in suPAR levels and a 19.7% reduction in suPAR levels compared to the other three drugs. The individual best-performing drug also varied, with baricitinib being almost twice as likely to be the best-performing drug compared to telmisartan. Furthermore, almost all participants with type 1 diabetes responded best when receiving either baricitinib or empagliflozin, while the best drug for participants with type 2 diabetes varied across all four drugs. Thus, we showed that individual selection of one of the drug classes may lead to a significant reduction of plasma suPAR levels, when blanket treatment with one drug class does not. Furthermore, we showed that the effect these drugs may have on plasma suPAR levels is disassociated from the effect the drugs have on UACR, despite correlation between the two markers at baseline.

suPAR is the soluble version of urokinase plasminogen activator receptor, a marker that is highly active in a multitude of inflammatory processes.\(^\text{15}\) suPAR has been demonstrated to be a risk marker of chronic and acute kidney disease, kidney function decline and diabetic complications, and of mortality and hospitalization duration in emergency department settings.\(^\text{16-21}\) In this study, individuals with baseline suPAR levels above the median had a significantly lower eGFR compared to those below the median; likely due both to a more
severe disease state and to renal excretion of suPAR potentially leading to falsely elevated suPAR levels with lower eGFR. Evidence concerning disease causality of suPAR has primarily been limited to in vitro and mouse models, but a recent combined meta-analysis, genome-wide association study, and Mendelian randomization study in humans indicated a causal role of suPAR in atherosclerosis through monocyte modulation. While similar studies are warranted before causality can be determined in other diseases and complications, these results reveal the need to further explore the role of suPAR as not only a risk marker, but a treatment target as well. We have previously published a study in which the effect of dapagliflozin, an SGLT2 inhibitor, on plasma suPAR levels 12 hours after intake, and after 12 weeks of treatment, was investigated, but no overall effect on suPAR was demonstrated. Another previous study investigating the effect of 8 weeks of treatment with renin-angiotensin system blockade on urinary suPAR levels, however, showed a significant decrease compared to placebo in people with type 2 diabetes.

The drug classes investigated in this trial have large differences in their mode of action and in the tissues in which they are active—although complete characterizations of their effects are still lacking. The RAAS and its inhibition are primarily located in the kidney glomerulus and, although anti-inflammatory effects of RAAS inhibitors have been demonstrated, they are mostly hypothesized to indirectly lower inflammatory responses through an effect on homeostasis, although direct effects through the angiotensin II type I receptor axis have also been reported. SGLT2 is a transporter mainly present in the proximal tubules of the kidneys. Inhibition of SGLT2 has been shown to affect various homeostatic and inflammatory processes, but the specific processes leading to the reno- and cardioprotective benefits of SGLT2 inhibition have not been fully elucidated, although several potential mechanisms exist. In turn, dipeptidyl peptidase-4 is present in the blood and is highly involved in adipose inflammation, promoting hyperinsulinaemia and insulin resistance. Finally, Janus kinases, along with signal transducers and activators of transcription are ubiquitous in the extra- to intracellular signalling pathways of cytokines and growth factors, making Janus kinase inhibition a relevant target for a myriad of inflammatory diseases. Thus, the individualized change in suPAR levels of these drugs may be attributable to changes in linked factors, all affecting a generalized inflammatory response in charge of suPAR activation. However, in order to investigate these relationships sufficiently, specific mechanistic studies are needed.

Limitations of the present study include its sample size and design. In this post hoc analysis, we investigated the treatment effect of suPAR in a total of 66 participants, and also subdivided the cohort into diabetes types and treatment categories in some analyses. Both the sample size and the inherent heterogeneity between type 1 and type 2 diabetes limits the applicability of our results. Furthermore, the original trial was designed to assess individual responses with the investigated drugs with regard to UACR levels, and a confirmation period was included to validate the responses during the first exposure to the best individual drug. In this post hoc analysis, we could not include a confirmatory period, which limits the interpretation of our results and increases the risk of a type I error. However, the confirmation period UACR response was significantly correlated with the initial best UACR-lowering response (Pearson $R = 0.39$, 95% CI $0.16–0.66$; $P = 0.017$). Although we could not test this, we speculate that similar results would be seen if a confirmatory analysis of suPAR response had been carried out. Interestingly, if the suPAR-lowering effect is indeed valid, we have shown that there is no correlation with the corresponding UACR response, indicating potentially different intra-individual pathophysiological mechanisms activated by the investigated drugs. Similarly, because the study was designed using individuals as their own controls, we lacked an active versus placebo treatment comparison, and as the study was designed to assess the single-drug effect of several guideline-recommended drugs used in multifactorial diabetes treatment, the participants did not adhere to standard of care, thereby inhibiting the generalizability of our results. Furthermore, treatment over 4 weeks might be too short a period to properly assess treatment effect on suPAR. Our results should therefore be considered as hypothesis-generating. Nevertheless, a clear strength of the unique rotational crossover design is that we were able to isolate the specific individual effects of each drug in a personalized manner similar to actual clinical treatment strategies.

To summarize, we found no overall drug effect on suPAR for any of the four investigated drugs. However, we have shown that an individualized treatment strategy across several drug classes may potentially reduce circulating suPAR levels in people with type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Furthermore, the drugs' effects on suPAR are disassociated from their effect on UACR, implying the need for more nuanced treatment selection and for further elucidation of the pathophysiology behind diabetic complications.
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